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Message from the Guest Editors

Genetic diversity is fundamental for the long-term
persistence and evolution of populations and species in
changing environments, and it is considered one of the
three conservation priorities alongside ecosystem and
species diversity. With over 6000 species, mammals provide
diverse and important ecological functional roles in
terrestrial and aquatic environments; however, due to
anthropogenic activities, many mammal species are
threatened by extinction, and other species considered
Least Concern for conservation by the IUCN show trends of
population declines and genetic diversity loss. This Special
Issue aims to present current original research, reviews and
short communications on the population genetics and
phylogeography of mammals, addressing: 1) conservation
genetics and genomics in changing environments, 2)
characterising genetic diversity in wild or captive
populations, 3) phylogeography, cryptic species diversity
and identification of evolutionarily significant units, 4)
genomic signatures of natural selection, and 5)
applications of new and traditional molecular methods for
monitoring populations and species.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Diversity (ISSN 1424-2818) is a scholarly journal that covers
all areas of diversity research. Our distinguished editorial
board and refereeing process ensures the highest degree of
scientific rigor for publishing. Original research articles and
timely reviews are released online, with unlimited free
access.

We invite papers and reviews on multidisciplinary topics of
diversity that bridge organismic diversity (systematics,
biodiversity, phylogeny, population genetics, and
evolution) and molecular diversity (phytochemistry and
biophysics).
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